Abstract-A number of geolocation-based Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN) routing protocols have been shown to perform well in selected simulation and mobility scenarios. However, the suitability of these mechanisms for vehicular networks utilizing widely-available inexpensive Global Positioning System (GPS) hardware has not been evaluated. We propose a novel geolocationbased routing primitive (Centroid Routing) that is resilient to the measurement errors commonly present in low-cost GPS devices. Using this notion of Centroids, we construct two novel routing protocols and evaluate their performance with respect to positional errors as well as traditional DTN routing metrics. We show that they outperform existing approaches by a significant margin.
travel trajectories and snapping the position to nearby roads. However, when these assumptions are wrong, even greater errors may be introduced so we must find other mechanisms for mitigating the underlying errors in positional data. Please note that we don't mean to imply that advances in technology won't decrease these errors; technology trickle-down, availability of Global Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS), and planned improvements in future GPS satellites will all have that effect in the coming decades, however the current general assumption of zero error will continue to be unwarranted for the foreseeable future.
Our contributions in this work include a novel routing primitive and two novel routing protocols based on this primitive. We also perform an analysis of the effects of errors in positional data on our two protocols and an existing protocol. Lastly, we contribute an oracle router for the ONE simulator. Code for all routers is made available via the Tactical Networked Communication Architecture Design lab website [?] .
The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II discusses the prior work in DTN routing protocols that we build upon in this work. Section III presents our new routing primitive, and two DTN routing protocols based on that primitive. Section IV evaluates the protocols via the ONE Simulator. Section V concludes.
II. RELATED WORK Our routing primitive design takes inspiration from a number of location-based routing protocols developed for mobile ad-hoc networks, including Vector, APRAM, DREAM, SIFT, and GRID [?] , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Vector maximizes message spreading by preferentially transferring messages to neighbors traveling in a direction orthogonal to the node's own direction of travel. It calculates the trajectory vectors from repeated GPS samples. APRAM [9] utilizes GPS coordinates to discover the geographically shortest path to the destination, while DREAM uses the cached node locations to make local forwarding decisions that forward packets in the direction of the destination. Similarly, AeroRP [10] [11] [12] uses both the coordinates and velocity of neighbors to locally determine the best next hop. LAR [13] uses location information to bound the area of the route discovery phase, thus reducing overhead. Beaconless geographic routing [14] exploits the broadcast nature of wireless channels to overhead the location of neighboring nodes, and use this information to discover the best route. Other protocols such as IGF [15] , BOSS [16] , and BLR [17] have been proposed that vary in the algorithm used to select the forwarding node.
We presented a 2-page poster paper describing the issue of ignoring GPS errors when simulating geographic grouting protocols [18] , however it did not include our novel protocols or the simulation analysis described in this work.
III. CENTROID-BASED ROUTING In this work, we introduce a novel geographic routing primitive called the Centroid. In physics, the centroid is defined as "the center of mass of a geometric object of uniform density" and our Centroid intentionally evokes this idea in the context of geographic routing. In looking at the location history of a mobile node, whether a circuit, linear path, or other arbitrary trace, we can envision a central point at which that trail would be balanced. Unlike the physical centroid, which takes into account all the mass composing an object, we only concern ourselves with the points on the trace itself, which indeed may not for a closed shape at all. This centroid then may be calculated as:
Where C is the Centroid, x is the X, Y, or Z component of the node position, and t p is the present time increment. Time increments are in terms of the chosen update interval. In practice, we calculate the delta between the old Centroid and the new Centroid at each update as follows:
This primitive is naturally resistant to noise introduced into the location history due to GPS reception errors, since they will be averaged out over time. This is in contrast to positional routing primitives that rely only few/recent GPS readings to make routing decisions, and in some cases apply transformations such as trajectory calculation that amplify the effects of errors in those readings.
As with probabilistic and other routing protocols that predict a node's behavior based on past locations and encounters, the primary assumption with the Centroid is that a node's behavior will have repetitive qualities, so it is not suitable for one-shot type mobility patterns. To go from primitive to protocol, then, there are many possible paths. We explore a couple of these is this paper and leave others to future work.
A. Goals
We have a few goals for our protocols:
1) Resilience to noise/error found in positional data 2) Low power consumption 3) Simplicity; at this point we want to evaluate the Centroid primitive, not overshadow it with complex behaviors
The first and third are relatively self-explanatory, but the second deserves some additional discussion. While there are many factors that influence power-consumption, in this context we assume that avoiding unnecessary packet transmissions will have the greatest impact. We also observe that some DTN protocols are explicitly designed to maximize use of resources in order to improve the probability of delivery messages. This is entirely reasonable given certain assumptions, such as vehicular networking where power is essentially unlimited with respect to communications. Under other assumptions, such as personal devices and low-power sensors this approach is not optimal. In our case, we are designing for the later case, which also corresponds to devices that commonly have cheap GPS receivers and compromised antennas. Another consideration is that op-in users are less likely to forward packets if it noticeably drains the battery on their device. For these reasons we want to explicitly conserve resources where possible.
B. Centroid Router
One mechanism that has shown significant promise in prior investigations is that employed by the Vector routing protocol, where the number of messages exchanged at an encounter is proportional to the orthogonality of the two nodes' trajectories. Unfortunately, as described earlier, projecting a trajectory amplifies the effects of positional measurement errors. We propose the Centroid-based analog of this, where the number of messages exchanged at an encounter is proportional to the cartesian distance between the two nodes' Centroids. We call the implementation of this the Centroid Router.
At each encounter, the Centroid Router exchanges its current centroid, message list (list of all messages currently in the node's buffer), ACK list (list of all messages that have been acknowledged by the recipient), and current neighbor list. ACK'd messages are deleted from each nodes' buffer first, and message exchange is begun with delivery of messages addressed to the nodes exchanging the messages. The next set of messages exchanged are those addressed to currently connected neighbors of the two nodes. None of these messages count against the message limit. If this is all completed and the link is still established, the nodes proceed to exchange other messages subject to the message limit. To find the limit, each node calculates the Centroid Distance, which is the distance between its own Centroid and the Centroid of the node it is exchanging messages with. It then finds the ratio between this distance and the longest Centroid Distance it has previously calculated for all node encounters. The resulting ratio is the fraction of its own message list that it is allowed to send to the connected neighbor. This results in a linear relationship between Centroid Distance and fraction of messages exchanged. More messages are exchanged with nodes that have more distant centroids, thus spreading messages as widely as possible with fewer forwarding events.
C. CenterMass Router
The CenterMass Router begins with the Centroid Router, and adds one additional mechanism, which is to forward messages in the direction of their destination. To achieve this, each node maintains a list of the Centroids for all nodes it has encountered, along with the address of each node and timestamp of the encounter. At each encounter, Centroid lists are exchanged and merged into the nodes' own Centroid list. In the case of a collision for a particular node address, the node keeps only the newer entry based on the timestamps.
When forwarding messages, the message limit is calculated as in the Centroid Router, however messages are only forwarded if the distance between the neighbor's Centroid and the destination's Centroid is smaller than the distance between the current host's Centroid and the destination's Centroid. This mechanism minimizes the spread of messages in a direction away from the destination. IV. SIMULATIONS & ANALYSIS We perform our analysis using The ONE Simulator [19] , as it is specifically suited to DTN routing analysis. In previous work, we have used a number of mobility scenarios with the ONE, however in this case evaluating the protocols on multiple scenarios did not yield any additional insights, so for clarity we present a single evaluation scenario in this work. We choose the Helsinki map-based model, which has become well-known in DTN routing literature due to its inclusion as the default mobility model for the ONE simulator. The model includes both vehicles and pedestrians that participate as nodes in the routing protocol. We have made some minor changes to the default parameter values, which are shown in Table I . To generate traffic, one random node sends a message to a random destination every 25-35 seconds. Our simulation study consists of three components: 1) Evaluating the effect of positional measurement errors 2) Comparing our protocols' performance to more sophisticated probabilistic protocols that rely on encounter history to predict path costs 3) Discussing design tradeoffs and attempting to quantify their effect Each data point in the plots that follow represents the average of 4 simulation runs with varying random seeds, and the error bars on all the plots in this paper represent 95% confidence intervals.
A. Positional Sample Error
As discussed earlier, we are concerned with the effect of errors in the positional (e.g. GPS) sample data provided to the routing protocol. To evaluate this, we create alternate versions of both of our protocols (Centroid and CenterMass) as well as the Vector routing protocol, which add noise to the position provided by the simulator before using it in calculating their respective routing primitives. This noise is random and uniform, in the range ±20 m. Note that this roughly the advertised error for civilian GPS, and is far from a worstcase scenario that could be ±200 m with strong correlation between samples. protocols are bunched together at low (125 Kb/s) radio data rates. With higher transmission rates (500 Kb/s -10 Mb/s) the protocols become distinguishable. The Vector protocol is most significantly affected, with the positional errors noticeably reducing the packet delivery ratio. That being said, the reduction is only about 10% at its worst. We believe that since the Vector protocol only relies on the trajectory to enable efficient spreading of messages, it may be less affected than a protocol that uses trajectory in a more specific manner (e.g. identifying trajectory in the direction of the message destination). Unfortunately, we do not have such a protocol implemented in the ONE at this time to test our hypothesis. Both of the Centroid-based protocols show negligible effects from the noise, as expected. While the traces with noise trend lower than those without, they are within the 95% confidence intervals of each other at almost every data point. Not only is the Centroid routing protocol less affected by noise, it outperforms the Vector protocol by about 20% in the presence of positional errors. The CenterMass protocol achieves an additional 10% performance improvement over Centroid.
We next examine the effect on latency, shown in Figure 1(b) . The effects are very small across the board, but surprisingly Vector's latency improves in the presence of errors. Vector also outperforms the Centroid-based protocols and higher transmission rates. Lastly, we look at the effect on overhead. The overhead ratio reported the the ONE simulator is:
(forwarded messages−delivered messages) delivered messages
. From Figure 1 (c) we can now explain the reduced latency achieved by the Vector protocol, since there are literally 10× more copies of every packet forwarded in the Vector routing simulations that there are in the Centroid routing simulations, and the positional errors make the Vector overhead approximately 30% worse. Increasing the buffer size reduces the impact of positional errors on Vector's overhead, and has almost no effect on Centroid or CenterMass. We do note that in addition to the improved delivery probability of CenterMass over Centroid, CenterMass has significantly lower overhead than Centroid. For a view of the effects of increasing transmission speed we look to Figure 1(d) . Here, we see that not only does the effect of positional errors on Vector increase as more bandwidth is made available, but the absolute overhead appears to runaway, quadrupling between 125 Kb/s and 10 Mb/s. Centroid also has increased overhead as the bandwidth increases, but only slightly, and there appears to be almost no effect on the overhead of CenterMass.
From these plots, we see that the negative impact of positional errors on some protocols is real, and that these two Centroid-based routing protocols have a significant advantage in terms of overhead, relative to Vector, a protocol of comparable complexity and message delivery performance.
B. Probabilistic-Predictive Routing Comparisons
Having satisfied the question of whether the Centroid primitive minimizes the effects of positional error, we can then proceed to comparisons with a larger selection of routing protocols in under ideal (no GPS error) circumstances confident that our protocols will not degrade with real positional data and offering a number of other protocols a best-case scenario of no errors (and indeed several of them do not rely on positional data anyway). Here, we are looking to see how our relatively simple protocols compare to much more sophisticated protocols that use encounter history to predict probability of future delivery, including a couple from our own prior work (Geolocation Assisted Routing Protocol (GAPR) and GAPR2) [20] . For this comparison we have also created an Oracle router that demonstrates the best possible delivery ratio given the scenario contact graph. Figure 1(e) shows these results, with respect to radio transmission rate. One feature of particular note, is that while most protocols reach a maximum delivery probability and then plateau, MaxProp [21] , though it ties for the highest overall delivery ratio, decreases significantly (20%) with higher transmission rates. We do not have an explanation for this, but have observed it in the past. Aside from this anomaly, MaxProp and our own GAPR and GAPR2 protocols all out perform CenterMass and Centroid, by as much as 30%. CenterMass is roughly equivalent to Rapid [22] , both of which are about 10% improved over Centroid, with Vector and PRoPHETV2 10 and 20% worse than Centroid, respectively. Taken by itself, this shows that the sophistication of probabilistic protocols is not without merit. Figure 1 (f) paints a similar picture, but also shows that with increase available buffer space some of the lesser performing protocols in the previous plot show great improvement, notably Rapid and Vector, both of which approach the performance of the Oracle with sufficient buffer availability. Unfortunately, neither of the Centroid-based protocols fall into this category, and their only redeeming quality in this plot is that they continue to outperform PRoPHETv2 [23] . Fortunately, that is not the end of the analysis! Pressing on we examine latency in Figures 2(a) and 2(b). Here, we see that CenterMass and Centroid are at the higherend of the latency spectrum, along with GAPR2, while our older protocol GAPR can acheive approximately the same latency as the Oracle, given sufficient buffer space. We note that MaxProp, Vector and Rapid all perform well with respect to latency. We also note again the trend of improvement with increased buffer sizes, which leads us to the topic of overhead.
Examining Figure 2 (c) we see that the Centroid-based protocols have overhead ratios of 10 or below, and are invariant to buffer size. With the exception of GAPR2, the other protocols are about 1 order of magnitude higher, with PRoPHETv2's overhead increasing dramatically at higher buffer sizes. In Figure 2 (d) we see that Vector's runaway overhead was relatively minor compared to most of the other protocols whose overhead appears to increase exponentially in some cases as transmission rate increases. As before, the overhead of Centroid and CenterMass are small and relatively unaffected by the radio bandwidth.
C. Protocol Efficacy
Given that the message delivery performance of our Centroid-based protocols was outclassed by several of the probabilistic protocols, but they were the clear leader in terms of overhead, we would like to be able to show the combined effect using a single metric that captures the goals we presented earlier on in the paper. We would use efficiency, but it is roughly the inverse of overhead, and does not fully serve our purposes. So, we introduce Protocol Efficacy, which is simply (delivery ratio) overhead . In the ideal case where delivery ratio is 1 and overhead is 1, efficacy would also be 1, and any time delivery ratio is 0, efficacy is 0. This metric then captures both the goal of high delivery ratio and low overhead. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show this metric for each of the protocols discussed so far. We see that the CenterMass protocol outperforms the rest of the field by a significant margin, Centroid and GAPR2 are comparable to one another, and the rest (Vector, GAPR, MaxProp, Rapid, and PRoPHETv2) fall behind by and order of magnitude or more.
D. Observations
The simulation of the Rapid routing protocol runs about two orders-of-magnitude slower than any of the other protocols tested. Since the total number of messages forwarded in the Rapid simulations is not particularly high, we can only assume that the computations required are of significant complexity. This may be of concern when trying to conserver power on low cost/performance devices.
We again note that some routing protocols are designed to continue transmitting as long as connection stays up, even in the face of diminishing marginal performance gains, based on the assumption that power (and therefore transmissions) are free. This design choice results in the runaway overhead results seen above, but may not be of concern for certain environments. Our design is different in that it explicitly stops transmitting to conserve resources when those transmissions are unlikely to result in message delivery. This then reflects the difference is design philosophies between explicitly conserving resources (power) and maximizing resource use (bandwidth/buffer space).
V. CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the negative effect that positional errors can have on routing protocols in a vehicular network that rely on geolocation inputs, depending on how that input is used. We have also demonstrated Centroid Routing and CenterMass Routing, both of which are immune to random error in positional data inputs. We have shown how these protocols out-perform existing state-of-the-art probabilistic routing protocols both in terms of traditional metrics and using our new Protocol Efficacy metric. These new protocols show a dramatic improvement over existing protocols when normalized against the overhead they induce in the network.
We envision many possible applications of the Centroid primitive. One of the simplest is as a direct substitute for position in position-based routing. Another is as an enhancement to our own GAPR2 routing protocol, to replace the raw position data currently employed. The CenterMass routing protocol also has potential for refinement, and we think that by combining geolocation and encounter history data in some meaningful way we can approach the delivery probability of probabilistic protocols while retaining the Efficacy of the Centroid-based protocols shown here. We expect that the Efficacy metric will be particularly significant in evaluating high-volume, loss tolerant routing environments such as drone-swarms [24] . In the future we intend to continue this work using a simulator with higher-fidelity network, MAC, and physical layer models, such as ns-3, in which we have begun implementing DTN routing protocols [?] .
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